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~tEASONS FOR J[TD~MENT

GY~SON J~.

Nature of th e Application

[ 1 ] the ~tespondent Burlington. Airparl~ Inc. ("Airpark") owns the Burlington Executive

Airport ("the Airport") which lies within the precincts of the City of Burlington (City),

[2] There has been an ongoing dispute be~t~v'een Airparl~ and the City with respect to fill

operations conducted by Airpark at the Airport. Between ranua~y, 2008 and August 2013,

Airpark allo~w'ed and profited from the deposit of over 500,000 m~ (approximately 2,000,000

tonnes) of fill at the Airport. On N,Iay 3, 2013 the City served Airpark with an Order to Comply

(Order to Comply) with its Topsoil Preservatro~ and Site A1'teratio~a By-law, ~y-lmv 6-z00~ (B~,

Law 6-2003). Airpark did not accede to the order and asserted that it did not need to comply

because its fill operation vvas under federal, not provincial, jurisdiction.
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[3] On November 13, 2013, Murray r. ruled against Airpark on the constitutional division

of po~c~vers issue, and on rune 11, 2014, ~e Court of Appeal for Ontario upheld this ruling,

[4] On 5epten~ber 22, 2014 the City repealed ~y-law 6-2003 and replaced it with an

updated site alteration ~y-law (By-law' 64-2014). Airpark refuses to comply with the City's site

alteration B~-law, contesting its validity and applicability', The City, however, says that the

Order to Comply remained valid because s. S2 of Part ~1' of the Zegisration Act, 2006 preserved

its validity.

[5] Airpazk has also served a Notice and Amended Notice of ConstiCutional Question

contending that By-law 64-2014 is unconstitutional because it seeks to regulate aeronautics and

is unconstitutionally vague. The constitutional argument regarding federal jurisdiction over the

aeronautics power is essentially the same one that Airpark made and in 2013 and 2014 with

respect to By-law 6-2003. Concerning the Vagueness argument, the City asserts that By-~a~ 64-

201 a is unmistakeably clear in its wording, application, and requirements and is not vague.

[6] The City further asserts that its Order to Comply has been "contumaciously" ignozed by

P►,irpark. A significant amount of emotion now attends this dispute between the parties. The

present application has iCs roots in the dispute that persists from 20 ~ 3-2014 and is essentially a

reboot of that litigation, v~rith some additional fresh elements.

Order Soug~at

[7] Accordingly, the City seeks the two Orders set out in its Notice of Application;

a) a mandatoz~y order requiring the respondent Burlington ~irpark Inc.
(̀ `Airpo~") to remove all fill deposited on the site between January 1,
2008 end August 2, 2013 except for soil underlying existiing runways and
hangars;

b) in the alternative, a mandaCor~' order requiring Airport to file an
application under F~-law 64-2014 for the 2008-2013 work carried out
before By-aa~c~v 64-2014 had been passed and while the prior ~y-lam►' 6-
2003 ~w'as in effect (the latter by-law having been since repealed in its
entirety);

c) an order continuing the terms of an order made by Miller y. on August 2,
2013 respecting the deposit of fill at the Airport;

d) costs on a substantial indemnity basis; and,
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e) furthex and other relief.

[S] Airpark, in contrast, seeks an order dismissing the City's application,

[9] for the reasons explained below, the City's application will be granted in park.

,Facts

[10~ 'the ~irpor~ is located in the northern part of City, which is ruzal in character. It lies

north of highway 407 beitivee~ Appleby Line and Bell School Line. Yt covers 77,77 hectares and

is within the Protected Countryside Awea of the province's Greenbelt Plan. It is adjacent to the

N'~agat~a ,Escarpment Plan Area. The land uses immediately abutting the Airport are classified as

agricultural and rural residential.

[l I] Tae A.~rport ~uvas established in 1962. Yn 2006, the Aixport eras sold by its founding

family to the current owner, Mx, Vincenzo Rossi (Rossi). At that time, the Airport lands west of

the main runway were undevcloped and sloped a~va~' from the main runway.

[12] Airpark says that follo~irag the acquisition of the Airport in 2006, it has invested nearly

$4 million in improvements to the infXastructuxe of the Airport, including widening the main

run~vvay, paving the secondary runway, widening and adding ne~c~v taxi~cra~s and building

additional hangars, and impzo~ing run-up areas, fueling facilities and runway lighting, Among

other things, the Airport provides a base for general and corporate aviation, a flight training

school, N1edi~vac/patient transfer flights and cmergency organ transfer, search and rescue

operatYons and charter flights. The Airport has several businesses located on site, including

Kovachik Aircraft Services which services airc~ra~C and provides many high skilled jobs, the

flight school ope~ra~or Spectrum Airways and AC Aircraft ~tefinishers, The ,~4irport is also in

regular use by Ontario patient ~'xans~er, the OPP, Union Gas, OY2NCYE, the Canadian forces and

others.

[13] The airport and adjacent properties are within an area not serviced by municipal vc~ater

or sanitary sewers. Agricultural property o~uv'nexs zely on wells on their properties for their

drinking water.
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[14] In January, 2008, Airpark commenced operating a fill site at the Airport. The City says

Airpark did not inform the City that it was doing so or why. The City became aware of this fill

operation in the fall of 2008 as result of adjacent landowner complaints.

[15] Airpark says that it began a program of levelling these western lands to bring them up

to the same grade as the main runway. This would allow aircraft to safely taxi to and from the

main runway to planned hangaxs, parking aprons, and a new terminal to be built on the western

Airport lands. This required the importation of fill to bring the western Airport lands to within a

one per cent slope of the main runway, in accordance with Transport Canada TP 312E

(A,exodrome Sfaradards and Recommended Practices).

[ 16] In late 2008 and in 2009, the owner of Airpark Mr. Rossi met with City staff several

times about Aitpark's ~~l operation. Mr. Rossi repeaCedly made four statements. First, Aitpark

was not subject to By Yaw 6-2003 because the Airport was under federal jurisdiction. Second,

the fill being deposited at the Airport would be used for expansyon of Airport features. Third, the

fill was clean, fourth, the dill operation ~ou[d end in the summer of 2009.

[ 17] In March, 2013, the City began receiving a number of new landowner complaints about

Airpark's dill operation. These concerned dill-grading activities at the Airport, drainage

problems, noise, dust and traffic safety issues, Most importantly, landowners were concerned

about the effects of the contaminants in the fill on their well-water.

[1 S] Yn May and rune, 2013, City staff investigated these new complaints, The City staff

found that:

a) contrary to the position which Mr. YZossi had maintained in 2008-2009,
Airpark's fill operation had not ended after the summer of 2009;

b) Airpark's fi1~ operation had deposited trice the amount of fill that i~
2008-2009 Mr. Rossi had said would be deposited. At that time, he had
said that approximately 250,000 cubic metres of fill would be deposited
for Airport expansion purposes. By mid-2013 over 500,000 cubic metres
of fill had been deposited;

c) despite the amount of dill that had been deposited, Airpark had not built
and' new aeronautical facilities;

d) in 2005-2009, Mr. Rossi had assured the City that the fill was coming
from a Ministry of Transportation project at Bronte Road and had been
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tested. Sometime after 2009, Airpark began selling tickets and accepting

fill from projects all over the Greater Toronto Area;

e) in 2009, Airpar~. told City staff that Yt had hired an independent manager

of the fill operation. In 2013, City Staff learned that King Paving, which

was the main fill hauler, was also managing the fill operations at the

Airport. City staff considered that this duality but King Paving an a

conflict of interest position; and

fl properties abutting the Airport were experiencing drainage problems due

to significant gzade and slope changes at the Airport boundary line caused

by the fill operation.

C 19~ As a result, the City' concluded that Airpark was allo~t~ving tie deposit of fill as a

commerci~[ activiCy and not for a planned expansion o~ aexonautical facilities at the Airport,

C20~ On May 3, 2013, the City issued its Order to Comply requiring Airpark to obtain a Site

AlteraCion Permit for its ongoing fill operation and to do so by May 13, 2013.

(21] Airpark did not compl~r ,with the Order to Comply. On Mai' ~3, 2013, the City issued s

Violation Nonce, notifying Airpark that it was in breach of the Order to Comply and in violation

of By-haw 6-2003.

[22] On July 17, 2013 Air~ark commenced an Application to prohibit the City' from

en~o~rcing ~y-law 6-2003 against it and the Airport. _

[23] On ruly 30, 2013 the City commenced aCounter-Application for a declaration that the

City's bylaw 6-2003 was valid and binding upon Airpark and the Airport in zespect of Airpark's

fill activities at the Airport.

[24] On August 2, 2013, Miller J. ordered that both applications should be heard together,

and endorsed Che record as follows:

1. Burlington A,.izpark Ync. will not bring any fill on ids land other than gravel

and paving grindings for runway base only and not to be mixed with other

fir and asphalt for paving to allow completion of the ntn~va~ widening

and taxi ways; and,

2. These terms ~uvill continue to apply until the disposition of this application.
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C25~ On November 13, 2013, ~unra~ J, dismissed Airpark's Application ~►ith costs and

ordered and declared that the City's By-law 6-2003 was valid and binding upon ~lirpark and the

,A,,irport (2013 ONSC 6990).

[26] On November 15, 2013 Airpark appealed to the Court of Appcal for Ontario (Court of

appeal), ~'he Notice of Appeal asked that Justice Murray's judgment be set aside and for

declarations that ~y-law 6-2003 did not appl~r to Airpar~C's dill opexatio~. and thaf tlae Cily's

Order to Comply was null and void and of no legal effect.

[27] On June 13, 2014 the Court of Appeal dismissed Aixpark's appeal (20 ~ 4 ONCA 468),

Airpark chose not to seek leave to appeal this dismissal to the Supreme Court of Canada.

[28] Between the dismissal of Airpark's appeal on June 13, 2014 and September 22, 20 4,

the City, on three separate occasions, r~qucsted Airpark to file an application for a Site

Alteration Permit respecting all ill that had been deposited on the site since January, 2008.

Airpark rcfused to file such an application,

C29~ On September ~2, 2014 the City repealed By-law 6-2003 and replaced it with Hy-law

64-2014. The new by-law contained materially the same pro~'~s~ons found in By-la~v 6-2003, but

in an updated form. The City informed Airpark that it would waive the higher fees under the

new b~-~a~uv for its application.

[30] Between September 22, 2014 and April 20, 2015, the City, on six separate occasions,

requested Ai~park to ~i~e an application for a Site Alteration Permit respecting all fill that had

been deposited at the Airport since ranuary 1, 2008. Airpark again refused to file such an

application.

[31 ] There is a great dead of material adduced in this application pertaining to the purported

contamination of the fill. By-Law 64-2014, however, is not only concerned with contaminated

fill but also with many other site altezation issues. These include drainage and slope-stability

problems, unauthorized destruction of trees, loss of agricultural land, detriment to fruit tzees,

crops, vegetables, and sight-lines of adjacent properties. The City's concern with Airpark's

refusal to comply' ~uvith By-law 64-2014 is about all these other issues as well.
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[32] The Site Alteration Application Process described in s. 4 of B~'-~,aw 64-201 a requires

an applicant to have apre-consultation meeting with the executive Director and possibly other

persons and agencies to discuss the permit requirements on a preliminary basis. The applicant is

then required to pay a fee and submit:

• a completed apprication form, setting out the information required under
s.4.04.01.

• a Control Plan, setting out the proposed property lines of the land ~uvhere
the site alterations are to be undertaken, the current and proposed use of
the site, a detailed location for the placement of the fill, the location of
environmentally sensitive areas, the locations and dimensions of utilities,
roadways and highways and other information as required in s. 4.04.02;
and

• additional sup~o~ting documentation, as may be required by the Executive
Director, in accordance with s.4.06. Such supporting documentation may
include any other study, report plan, drawing, Environmental Site
Assessment YZcports, certification that the fill at issue contains no
contaminants within the meaning of the ~~vrro~mental protection Act,
and other information and documentation or material related to the
application that the Executive Director may deem necessary,

C33] In zevie~ing the applicatiion, the ~xecuti~'e Director may seek the input and approval of

other parties, such as the Ministry of Natural lZesources, the nepartment of Fisheries and

Oceans, Conservation Halton, adjacent municipalities, and Others.

[34] Similarly, the executive 1~irector may, and regularly does, engage engineers,

hydrogeologic~l, hydrology, environmental and other specialized consultants to evaluate the

xisks and benefits to the City of a pzoposed site alteration application.

(35] Section 6.01 provides that a Site Alteration Pezmit shall be issued ~uvhere the Executive

Director is satisfied that the conditions in s, 6,01 have been met. These include that the applicant

has complied with or will comply with the requirements of the by-law, that the proposed placing,

dumping or removal of fi11 will not result in adverse consequences (flooding, contamination,

injury to trees, quality or quantity of water in Wells, etc.) that the firl is clean and free of any

glass, plastics, metals or contaminants exceeding applicable site condition standards and that

environmental soil testing of fill has been undertaken by a Qualified Person, as defined under tt~e

Environmental Protection Act, RSO 1990. c. E-19.
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[36] The process leading to the issue of a Site Alteration Permit is a thorough one that

depends on the revie~uv, assessment and advice of a team of professional engineers, planners,

lawycrs and other types of consultants who have a particular expertise and experience to

contribute. City staff decides whether or not to issue a permit. Cit~r Council decides any appeal

from City staffs decas~on,

[37] Ontario Regulation 153/D~, Records of Site Condi~ton - PAr~ XV.1 of ~'he .~.cr is the

regulation applicable to zeceipt o~ dill material at the Airport, Based on this regulation, only

materials meeting the Table 2 Site Condition Standards (SCS) listed in Ontario's Soil,

Groundwater and Sediment Standards for Use Under part XTf 1 of the EnvrYonmen~al Protection

14ct, MOE, April 15, 2011 are appropriate for use as fill at the airport, with Table 1 SCS suYtable

for use at localized arras of the site proximal to surface water bodies or environmentally

sensitive or significant areas.

[3 S] l~otably, some contaminants arc present in the fill material at the Airport regardless of

which SCS Table is considered applicable. Contaminants 'uvhich the City says axe pzesent in the

~il~ include petroleum h~'dxocarbons in the F~, F2, ~3, and F4 fraction ranges, antimony, lead,

zinc, copper, cadmium, cyanide, acenaphthylene, benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene,

benzo(b)fluoranthene, fluoranthene,indeno(c)pyrene, and/or naphthalene.

[~ 9] Ayrpark's own soir and groundwater testing and Site Specific Risk Assessment for the

Airport showed concentrations and Table 2 exceedences of copper, benzo(a)pyrene, zinc and

lead that ~vvere either at the same level or higher than the levels of concentrations the City's

consultant had analyzed. These sample concentrations can be found anywhere in the fill,

including within thirty meCers of Bronte Creel. There is also a xisk that there is cyanide in the

fill because the recorded detection limit of the testing equipment for cyanidc was higher than the

Table 2 standard.

[40] All fill zones at the Airport are up gradient of off-sits wells used for drinking water,

whYch means that any contaminated groundwater from the site flows towards those wells.
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[41] The City says that therc are risks to human health and ecological receptors from the on-

sate petroleum hydrocarbons, on-site metals, and on-site polycyclic aromat[c hydrocarbons in the

fill deposited at the airport, absent application of risk management measures (1ZMM).

[42~ Airpark however has not developed specific YtMMs in detail fox the Airport nor has iti

committed to implement such RMMs. The City contends that the presence of contaminated fill

material at the Airport site continues to threaten surrounding agricultural and residential lands

~cri.th adverse effects.

[43] ,Airport planners distinguish between feafures on an airport property which are required

by aeronauticar regulations and addifaonal features which are what are 1~xi.o~+m as "industry best

practices", i.e. "nice-to-haves" beyond legal requiremenCs, The City contends that there is no

evidence of ar~~ small Airport in Ontario that has Aixpark's wished-for industry best pxactic~ of a

three per cent slope next to the Transport Canada- required strip ruruling alongside its runWa~.

The City submits that if the Court were disposed to order ~irpark to remove fill, there~oze, it

could order the removal of a~~ the fill not under xun~uvays, taxiways, strips and hangars, without

affecting any transport Canada requirement,

[44] There are no signed agreements b~' which Airpark has committed to establish

aezonautical features south west of Run.~w'ay 14/32, an area that has received a large amount o~

fc1Y.

[45] The evidence indicates that King paving has all the necessary' equipment and the abili~C~r

and expertise required to remove the fill from the Airport, if fill removal is ordered.

The City's Position on the issues ~erid the lnw

X46] Airp~rk's position (outlined in greater detail below) is that because Bylaw 64-2014

contained no provision that continued the then-existing proceedings, once it camp into force

Airpark was released from the May 3, 2011 Order to Comply and the May I3, 2011 Violatto~

1Votice under By-lave 6-2003, The City vigorously disagrees,
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[47] The City submits that ~y-law 64-2014 did not require a provision that continued

proceedings commenced under By-law 6-2003, because the City can rely upon s. 52 of the

Legislation Act, 2006which continued them automatically.

[a8] The City submits that the definition of ``regulation" within the definition of

`̀ legislation" in Part I and in s. 46 0~ Part VY of the Zegislation Act, includes municipal by-laws,

and that therefore s, 52, applies to municipal by-laws. The City further submits that s. 52 applies

to both the zepeal of ~y-law 6-2003 and its replacennent by gy-law 64-2014.

[49] The City's position is grounded in the proposiC~on that the ~y-haws are legislati~'e in

form. First, it submits, ~y-law 6-2003 w'as, and 64-2014 is, infra vices s. 142 of the .t1~lu~ticipal

Act which empowers the Cily to prohibit or regulate the placing or dumping of fill on sites within

the City. These B~-lags were and are caws of general application made in good faith and in the

public interest. 'When acting within those limits, the City is vested with plenary legislative

power as large and of the same nature as those of the Legislature itself.

[50] Second, the City submits, the Supzeme Court of Canada has moved away from

`̀ billon's yule" that municipal by-la~trs should be strictly construed to ensure they are not ultra

vices. Today, courts favour a "benevolent construction" ox "broad and purposive" approach to

municipal by-laws. This approach requires a generous interpretation of municipal powers, in

order to show deference to and respect for the decisions of locall~r elected officials. The

"benevolent constzuction" and "broad and purposive" appzoach to ~y-laws 6-2003 and 64-2014

requires that the rules of interpretation in part VY of the Legislation Act, 2006, including s. 52,

should apply to them in order to ensure that they are effective.

[51] Third, the City submits that thexe is no contrary legislative intenti. ~'he~re is no provision

in the Zegislation Act, 2006 that suggests the rules in Part VI of the .Legislation Act, 2006 do not

apply to municipal by-laws. The Act is an amalgam of the old 1'nterpretation ~;tcr, the old

Regula~ior~s Act, and new rules about "source-la~v" on the Ontario e-laws vc~ebs~te, Yt is divided

into seven parts of which t~vo are relevant to this Application, Parts ~ and ~VY. Section 1 of Part I,

defines "legislation" ~o mean ̀`Acts and regulations".
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[52] The City observes that there is no definition o~ "xegulation" in fart Y or VY. The Act

does not define what is and what is not included in the term "regulation" in either Pad ~ or part

V.I, which contains the time honoured rules of statutory interpretation, including s, 52, The word

"regulation" is wide enough to include a municipal by-la~uv because such a by-law, like a

regulation made under a statute, is a form of delegated legislation.

[53] "Regulation" is more specifically defined in the definition of "source law". Within

"source law", a "regulation" means a regulation as filed with the ~2egistrar of Regu[atior~s under

Part YYY-lZegulations of the Legislation Act, 2006 or under a predecessor of that Fart 52. This

specific definition of "regulation" for source Ia~vv puxposes is necessary in order to define what

laws the ACCorne~'-General is responsible for publishing in e-laws and in printed form,

[54] "~Zegulation" is also defined for publication purposes in s. 17(a) of Part III of the Act

entitled "Regulations" as expressly excluding "a by-law of a municipality or local board as

defined in the Municipal Affairs Act". This exclusion however, is stated to be only for the

purposes of Part III. It is necessary because the Attorney Greneral dogs not publish municipal by-

laws on the e-laws website oz in printed form, Ynstead, municipalities themselves do so under s.

253 of the Municipal Act, 2001. By excluding municipal by-laves from the term ̀`regulation" yn

Pact YYY of the Legislation Act, X006 only, and not else~wheze in Act, the Legislature should be

taken to acl~nowledge that "regulation", used generally in the Act, includes municipal by-laws,

[55] Section 49 of the Act says that only specifically enumerated provisions of Part VI apply

to a "'docum►ent' that is made under an Act and is not a regulation. Section 5~ is not among those

specifically enumerated provisions. Since a municipal by-lar~ falls within the generar definition

of regulation, a municipal by-la~ue►' cannot be a "document'' because a "document" cannot be a

"regulation". When in s. 49 it was restricting what Part 'VI applied to, the Legislature did not

expressly include "a by-law of a municipality" in the restriction, By having done so in Part III

and not doing so in Part VI, the Legislature shoved that it did not intend to exclude municipal

by-lags ~ror~ the application of part ~'Y.

[56] fourth, the City submits, Canadian couz~s ha~re held that statutory bodes have power to

do things by necessary implication, without an express authorizing statutory pro~'is~on, The

doctrine o~ authority by necessary implication exists to grant power to statuto~'y bodies to provide
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them with the necessary jurisdiction to carry out their statutory mandate. A Municipality is such

a statutory body.

[57] Yn cases where powers are not expressly conferred by municipal by-laws but mad' be

implied, courts must be prepared to adopt a "benevolen~C construction" and confer the powers by

necessary and reasonable implication,

[58] Accordingly, the City submits that by necessary implication the term "regulation" used

in the definition o~ "legislation" in Part Y and the term ̀ `regulation" Yn s. 46 of part VI of the

Zegrslatio~ Act, 2006 must include munyci~al by-laws. Only by so interpreting the term, at says,

can municipal by-laws be truly effective.

1V'olice of Co~tsrrlution~rl Question

[59] Airpark has served a Notice and an Amended Notice of Constitutional Question

arguing that ~y-la~v 64-2014 is unconstitutional because it seeks to regulate aeronautics and is

unconstitutionally vague. 'The aeronautics argument is the same one that Airpark made in 20.3

and 2014 and lost regarding Hy-law 6-2003. The City contends that nexthex B~-la~uv 6-2003 nor

fhe ~tll removal ozder sought will affect aeronautical activities. The order sought would require

that Airpark remove the fll not underlying runways, taxyways, the transport Canada required

strip and hangars. It has been the City's consistent position throughout that it has no intention of

interfering ~ve'~th aeronautical acti~rxties at the Airport,

[60] The City submits that Airpark is estopped from making its constitutional argument

under the rules o~ issue-estoppel, The preconditions to the. operation of issue-estoppel are that

the same question has been decided, that the judicial decision which is said to create the estoppel

was final, and, that the parties to the judicial decision ox their privies rxrere the same persons as

the parties to the proceedings in which the estoppel is raised or their privies. By-law 6-2003 and

~y-law 64-2014 axe materially the same. Therefore, as between the City and Airpark, the CiCy

says, the answer to each of the above three questions as af~ixmative,

X61 ] The City also argues, rn the alternative, that By-law 64-2014 is constitutiional end does

not seriously and significantly intrude on federal jurisdiction o' er aeronautics. The appropriate

test for whether Airpark is ~mr,~►une from the By-lauv on the grounds of intcrjurisdretional
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immunity requires the court to answer two separate questions. First, does the By-law trench on

parliament's core jurisdiction o~rer aeronauCics? Second, if so, does ~t signi~icantl~' or seriously

intrude upon that core jurisdiction?

~62~ The purpose of By-lave 64-2014, the City contends, is to manage sites vvi~iin the City

receiving fill and to prevent the use of toxic or contaminated fill, not to prevent or control airport

de~relopment, Nothing in it purports to regulate the design, construction or operation of runways,

aprons, taxiways, terminals, hangars, airport buildings, or other airport facilities or purport to

control aeronautical operations. By-law 64-2014, therefore, does not trench upon core federal

~eronaUtiCs jUrlSdiction.

[63] In addition, federal works and undertakings within a province arc usually subject to

pro~vineial laws of general application. Merely because some provision of a provincial law might

be viewed as regulating the federal undertaking ~vvould not rendex the ~a~v inapplicable i~, taken as

a whole, the law is aimed at a subject within provincial jurisdiction.

~agueriess

[64] The legal test of vagueness, the City submits, is whether a reasonably intelligent person

could determine whether or not he/she is in violation the by-law. The by-law must be clear

enough that citizens can know ,uvhat beha~vaour is impennissib~e under the b~-la~v', ~'he object o~

the exercise is to decide whether the law is sufficiently clear to allow a citizen to understand it in

order to comply vv'ith it. Courts are generally reluctant to find that by-laws or other statutory

provisions should be struck on the grounds of vagueness oz~ uncez~aint~, Courts nnust al~vva~rs

endeavour to give a reasonable effect to a by-law, and it is only when this is impossibYe that a by-

law should be declared vague.

[65] By-law 64-2014 applies to all lands within the City except those subject to regulations

under s. 28(1) o~the Conservation Authorities Act. Section 2.02 contains a clear prohibition with

respect to "fill", which is defined as "any type of material capable of being removed from or

deposited on lands, including topsoil'', unless a Site Alteration permit is obtained or the ~y-law

does not apply or a permit is not required. Section 3 describes in detail the lands which are

exempt from the B~-~a~w, Section ~ then describes the permit application process, while s. 5

specifies when a "Site Alteration Agreement" must be obtained. Section 6 describes the permit
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issuing process, specifying, among other things, criteria for the ]director to consider beFo~e being

satisfied that a permit should be issued and seitir~g out the conditions that the Director may attach

to the pexmit, The remainder of the Bar-~a~v deals with expiry, rene~ral, revocation and transfer

of permits, powers and rights of inspection, appeals to Council, orders and notices, offences and

penalties, and fees and security.

[66] There is nothing in By-law 64-2014, the City says, that rayses serious uncertainty as to

whether it applies to Airpark or whether it applies to the site alteration actirrities Airpark has

carried on at the airport.

1~iXl12emovrc/ Ordew

[67] The City requests a mandatory ozder to remove the contaminated fill from the areas not

underlying aeronautical facilities at the Airport in order to minimize risk to human health and the

natural environment at the Airport and surrounding properties.

C68~ 'The City declares that the order is necessary in order to enforce By-law 64-2014.

[69] '~'he City invited Airpark to provide an estimate of the rose of removing the fill for the.

Court to consider in exercising its discretion, but Airpatk declined to do so.

[70] The City contends that there also has been no injustice to Airpark because the City's

May 3, 2013 Order Co Comply stated clearly v~rha~C should be done and not done. Yt expressly

required Airpatk to stop site alterations immediately and to apply for a Sate Alteration permit for

the ,Airport as of May 13, 2013, A.izpark had actual notice of the inlay 3, 2013 Order to Comply.

Despite rustice Murra~'s Order of November 13, 2013, and the Court of Appeal for Ontario's

decision of June 11, 2014 that the City's ~~-law 6-2003 applied and that the Order to Compt~

vas 'valid, Airpark declined to apply for a S ite Alteration Permit for all of the fill that it had

allowed to be deposited at the Airport.

Airparl~'s View of [he facts

C71 j Airpark takes a significantly different view of nnan~► of the relevant facts. I~. February

2009, the Airport conducted an open house for its neighbours and City o~~icials to inform them

of the Airport's plans which eventually resulted in a report dated Mai 6, 2009 by City Staff Chat
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was accepted by City Council on July 6, 2009. Thy report included the following information

and conclusions at p. 2: (a) "At present, the Burlington Airpark is engaging in a substantial

exercise of importing fill onto the subject hands, This ~woxk is being done primarily to raise and

make level a large portion of the site to allow for airport expansion. Staff from Planning and

Engineering have been in contact with airpark staff and local residents on this issue since

approximately September 2008, A neighbourhood meeting vvas held at the airpark on February

17, 2009 to discuss the expansion plans. betails of the proposal are discussed blow, but it is

important to note that any activities related to aeronautics, including any expansion of existing

airparks or airports, are subject to Federal regulation undex Tzansport Canada, aid are not

required to comply with local or provincial plans, policies, by-laws or regulations.'' The report

also stated that "In the current scenario, the grading and filling work is proposed in support of a

planned airpark expansion as depicted on the concept plan prepazed by KMB Aviation

Consulting Group Ync. Therefore, staff have determined that the work is related to aeronautics

and theze~ore falls under Federal Jurisdiction (i.e. Municipal By-laws, etc. do not apply)."

[72] Airpark says that the City made numerous similar public pronouncements from 2009 to

2012 that made it clear that the work being conducted at the Airport was not subject to City by~

laws. Further, City officials continued to attend the Airport open. houses and to observe the

progress of the work.

[73~ ~irpark contends that it vvas upon this understanding that all the subject fill vvas placed

on the Airport, between 2008 and the late spring of 2013. In early 2013, the Airport announced

plans to purchase lands to the north, to lengthen the main runway and applied for a severance of

those lands to accommodate the purchase. following this application, the City changed its mind

about the Airport fill work and issued its Order to Comply and commenced legal proceedings

against the Aizport and Airport's contractor, to stop the fill, That purpose ~evas accomplished, B~

this point, the vast majority of the planned fill work had already been done and only two per cent

- five per cent of the total fill requirement remained to be placed. There has been no other

importation of dill since that time (except for gravel, grindings and asphalt required for runway

and taxiway construction as permitted further to the interim consent Order of Justice Miller),

The City now seeks to force the Airport to remove the very fill the City allowed to b~ placed

between 2008 and 2013.
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[74] Airpark contends that the fi11 placed in 2005 until 2013 is not having any adverse

itaapact on groundwater nor dogs it pose any risk that cannot be managed with appropriate

measures. As explained in paragraph 83 of Mr. Rossi's af'~da~rit of July 25, 2013, the Airport

provided copies of soil test reports to tt~e City through its contractor King Paving. These are not

soil tests conducted on the Airport lands, but are tests conducted at potential fill source sites. rn

the latc spring of 2013 the City's Mr. Clark asked for all the ding Paving test results, and Mr.

Nutter of the contractor gave him all the tiesY results, including test results for soil Mr. Nutter had

rejected, because Mr, Clark did not explain to Mr. Huffer why he wanted them, ~'he City passed

these test reports on to its consultant Terrapex Environmental ~.td, ("~'errapex") and both the

City and the Terrapex mis~al~enl~ assumed, ~c+ithout asking, that all such soil had been deposited

at AirporC. This vas not the case. The Airport heard nothing from the City regarding the soil

test reports until the City delivered two letters on July 12, 20 ~, 3, including a letter to the Ontario

Ministry of the Environment alleging that the soil did not comply with provincial regulations,

and tihat tie Nli~istry should take immediate steps "to order them into compliance including

issuing an immediate ̀ stop work order' on existing filling act~vit~es," The Airport brought

application 3992/13 to address the City's activities on July 17, 2013.

(75~ Airpark asserts that there is no basis for the relief of soal xemoval sought by the City,

nor is there any evidence of adverse ofd site impacts. (Y would note that when asked by the Court

during argument, neither counsel was able to provide a definitive answer ~s do exactly+ ho~uv much

fill might have to be removed, how long this would take, nor ,uvhat it might cost.) Ai~ark says

that assessment of off-site impacts vas not part of the scope of the work conducted by Terrape~z,

Ho~vvevex, since the 2013 applications in this Court, the Airport has had significant additional

studies done by or under the direction of Pinchin Ltd. ("~'inchin") an environmentaY engineering

and geo-science consulting firm, These include four groundwater monitoring studies based upon

sampling e~er~ts from numerous monitoring wells installed at the Airport anal conducted from

time to time between September 2013 and March o~ 2015, All such studies have been given to,

and reviewed, by the MOECC. In a fetter to Mr. Rossi dated August 1, 2014 the MOECC

reporting on Che zesults of its review of the first report prepared by Pinchin in Apri12014, the

~OECC stated that based on its analysis of the information provided in that report, "the

MO~CC has found that there is no indication the fill operations are adversely impacting

groundwater off site at this time," 1Vloreo~ver, the legion of Halton, with the MOECC, tested
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several neighbouring wells do~t~vn-stream of the Airport in. the ~a11 of 2013, and found that there

~vu'ere no e~ceedences of NIO~CC standaxds in that water.

[76] In the course of its studies as well as a Site Specific lZisk Assessment, pinchin had

3,835 soil tests and 3,132 groundwater tests performed for a total of 6,967 data values from the

Airport fill areas. Thirty-five of these exceeded the applicable regulatory standard, The

remaining 99.5 per cent of the tests met the regulatory standard.

[77] Airpark asserts that there is a substantial body of analytical work t~.at demonstrates that

the fill placed on the Airport pxopert~' is not having off-site impacts, including testing done by

Salton and the 1vi0ECC, The City hotly contests these assertions.

Airpnrk's Position n~ Issues and the Law

[78~ Airpark takes a contrary view to the City on most of these issues. It says that the City

chose not to take steps to enforce its May 13, 2013 Order to Comply issued under Bar-la~uv 62003

while it proceeded to pass a new' by-la~vv taYgeCed at the Airport creating s~verai new obligations

and, axaaong other things, increased the fees payable for obtaining a site alteration permit by from

less than $2,500 to more than $500,000.

[79] ~irpark says that the Airport has not refused to file an application under By-law 6~~

2014; it rs rather the City that refuses to process the AirporC's app~acation filed in l~ovember

2014.

[80] Further, it asserts that extensive studies carried out by the Airport, and additional

studies by Environment Canada and Salton Region (through its m~dicar officer of health) in

conjunction with what is now the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change

("MO~CC") establish that the fill is not having any offsite impacts. Airpark asserts that the

evidence reified upon by tie C~t~' consists of a single seriously flawed study that applied the

among regulatory standards, (as confirmed by the MOECC), did not assess offsite impacts, and

erroneousry included an assessment of fill material, (much o~ the ~rery fill material of which the

City complains) that was never actually placed at the Airport, Airpark contends that the City has

no basis for asserting that groundwater is at risk, and it is submitted that the request that the fial

be removed is not remedial but punitive.
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[81 ~ Airpark contends that the City's application is misconceived for the following reasons:

a) any proceeding with respect to activities that tools place more than t~vo
years before the commencement of this proceeding is barred by the
Limitations Act, 2002 S,O, 2002, c. 24, Sched. B as amended;

b) the City is estopped from asserting the claim;

c) the requested mandatory order to remove fill as set out in paragraph 1(a)

above, which purports to b~ necessary to enforce an Order to Comply
issued under the City's repealed By-law 6-2003, is res judicafa as this was

relief the City might have sought, but chose not to request, in its

Application 4229/13 (the one determined by Murray J'.);

d) ~y-law 6-2003 was repealed by s. 14.01 of By-Iaw 642014 on September
22, 2014, long before this Application was commenced;

e) By iCs terms F~'-~a'vu' 64-204 is prospective, Yndeed, s. 2.02 makes it an

offence to alter land vcrithout a permit issued under By-law 64-2014 (not

By-law 6-2003) and s. 14.03 speci~icall~ pxov~des that a permit issued
under the repealed By-law 6-2003 cannot be extended oz xene~ved under
By-law 64-2014;

fl The Oxder to Cor►~p~y dated May 3, 2013 and the subsequent Violation
Notice dated May 13, 2013 lapsed six months after they were issued and
in any event certainly became ine~~ect~ve as soon as ~y~law 6-2003 was
repealed on September 22, 2014.

g) Airpark also contends that ~y-law 64-2014 is Ympermissibly vague and
uncertain, A by-law, it says, must provide a clear statement of the course
o~ action ~vv'hich it requires to be followed or avoided. 'Where a law
effecti~'ely gives a plenary disczetion to an official to do whatever seems
best in a wide set of circumsta~.ces, A.ixpark contends, there is "no limit
prescribed by law" and the legislation is void for vagueness and
uncertainty. A by-law requiring a permit as a condition of undertaking
certaYn conduct that creates an open-ended process, the direct~or~ of which
will depend upon what the Director considers appropriate is inapplicable,
inoperative or otherwise without effect.

h) Airpark ~Iso contends that By-aa~v 64-2014 is constitutionally inapplicable
to the Airport and to Airpark's acti~'ities as a registered aerodrome in that
the By-Iaw was targeted at the Airport, and while expressed in terms of the
regulation of site alterations, in fact the intent of the newv' b~'-lar~v vvas to
control development of additional aeronautical facilities by making them
financially uneconomic and to that extent the By-law is beyond the po~v'ers
of the City (ultra vices). rt says that a municipal by-law of general
application cannot be applied in such a way as to manage an undertaking
that is Federally' regulated, such as an aerodrome or Canada post; and,

i) ~lirpark contends that the relief sought in this proceeding by the Cats
would seriously impair aeronautical operations at the Airport. The
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requested relief in the notice of application does not exempt the taxiways
that connect runways and hangars or parkaing aprons upon which aircraft
are repaired, fueled, and loaded, Thus, Airpark contends, if the soil below
the taxiways and aprons were removed, this would render the remaining
facilities useless. Further, the graded and prepared surfaces for the
functioning of an aerodrome go far beyond theix paved edges. both
Transport Canada's Tp312E (Aerodrome Standards and Recommended
Practices) and industry best practices provide for the rate atwhich the
grade should change to ensure safety. Airpark contends that, as opined by
its airport planning e~cpert, removal of the fill as requested b~ the City
would resulC in a safety hazard to aircraft and would result in the shutdown
of the Aizport or, at the very least, a significant degradation of aeronautical
operations.

[82] Ayrpark contends that the City is barred ~xom taking any action with respect to soil

placed more than two years prior to the commencement of this application on ,April 27, 2015

because, unless otherwise provided in the Limitations Act, 2002, a proceeding shall not be

commenced in respect of a claim after the second arm.iversary of the day on which the claim was

discovered. The City, it says, ~uv'as aware of the filling activities at the AirporC, and staff from its

Planning and engineering department had been in touch 'uvith the ~.irport concerning these

activities by September, 2008, and reported this to City Council on May 6, 2009.

C83) .~iirparl~ also contends that the City is estopped from asserting the present claim because

where a party has, by words or conduct, made a pzomise or assurance that was intended to affect

their legal relationship and to be acted on and the other party, in reliance o~. that representation,

acted on it or in some way changed his position, an estoppel arises,

[84] ~n this case, it says, the City advised the Airport that it was o~ the ~vie~uv that its ~y-law

6-2003 did not apply to the Airport's fill activities. Based on this, the Airport continued the

work without seeking a per,~►it issued under that by-law, for five years. The Airport has since

build aeronautical facilities and structures on that firl including a hangar, taxi~crays and widened

runways. Enforcing either the former Bylaw 6-2003 or the current By-law 64-2014 in the

manner requested by the City in its request for relief would severely impact the Airport, ~n

particular, ~irpark declares the current by-law assesses a fee of $501,000.00 ,uvhereas the fee

under the prior by-law would have been less than $2,500. (Although it should be noted that

counsel for the City repeatedly assured during bis submissions that the Ci1ry would waive this fee

yncrease). Removal of ill as requested by the City would, Airpark asserts, likely result in the
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shutdo~m or, at the very least, significant degzadation of existing airport operations, As

confirmed by the airport planning expert, the existing fill is also needed for the planned airporC

developments. This ~s not to mention the enormous cost to the Airport of removing 500,000 m3

of dill v~rhich the City allowed the Airport to deposit in the first place.

[85] Airpark asserts that a request for removal of the fill deposited prior to the hearing o~ the

City's application 4229/1 is barred by res j~dicata. As a general proposition, it says, the law

requires a party asserting a cause of action to claim all his relief in respect thereto, and prevents a

second attempt to in~roke the aid of the courts for the same cause, for on his first reco~'ery his

entire cause of action has become merged in his judgment and is gone ~ore~rer, The City,

1~irpark says, is asking this Court for a peculiar form of relief in its first request for relief in the

notice of application, ~,t seeks to have the Airport remove certain fill deposited from X008

t~axough 2013 contrary to By-law 6-2003 that ~C repealed in September 2014. In pant it relies upon

an Ordcr to Comply issued on Mai ~ 3, 2013. Airpark asserts that upon the repeal of By-law 6-

2003 any enforcement proceedings under that by-la~uv came to an end. However, both the fact

that the fill had been placed between 2008-2013, and that the Order to Comply had been issued,

were before the Court in application 4229/13 while By-law 6-2003 ~v'as still in effect. If this is

relief that the City wanted, it could have and should have asked for it in application 4229/13.

~86J Next, Airpark asserts that ~y-law 64-2014 only applies to activities undertaken

following its passage. In By-law 64-2014 a permit is explicitly defined as a Site Alteration

Pe~anit issued pursuant to this By-law. Subject to certain exceptions, By-Ia~uv 642014 prohibits

the placing of fill without a Site ,4lteration permit, namely a pernnit under ~y-law 64-2014,

issued by the T~arector. The information required under Schedule A to By-law 64-204 is all

prospective, for example: "Are you proposing to alter the grade on your property"; ̀ `Are you

proposing to install a retaining wall on your property"; and, "Describe the proposed works".

[87] ,By-law 64-2014 authorizes an inspector to issue a "Stop Work Order" and "Order to

Comply" where the inspectot is satisfied that "a contravention o~ this By-law has occurred."

However, the subject o~the current proceeding is fill pCaced prior to the enactment of By-laver 64-

2014. Thus, there is no authority to issue eithex Cype of order under By-law 64-20 ~.4 ~uvith respect
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to the activities that took prace in 2008 through 2013. Yt is for this reason that the City resorts to

reliance upon on the Order to Comply issued under repealed By-law 6-2003.

[88] Moreover, Airpark says, the offences and penalties created under By-law 64-2014

specifically are limited to contraventions of "the provisions of phis By-law". A prerequisite to a

court of competent jurisdiction making an order requiring removal of fill under s. 11.03 of B~'-

law 64-2014 is a conviction under B~-la~v' 64-2014, not any other by-law.

C89] Further, it says, there is nothing in By-law 64-2014 continuing any provision of ~3y-law

6-2003, ~iideed, while By-law 64-2014 provides that a party whose permit has expired may

renew it within sip. months of its expiry, this provision is explicitly' stated not to apply to a permit

issued under Bylaw 6-2003. The Director is also not permitted b~ By-law 64-2014 to extend or

renew permits issued under ~y-law 6-200 .

[90] 'Therefore, Airpark says, the May 3, 2013 Order to Comply was spent by November 3,

20 ~ 3, but in any event died upon the repeal of By-la'~v~ 6-2003. A proceeding to enforce an Order

to Comply must be commenced within 6 nc~..onths. The City failed to do so. While an

enforcement proceeding commenced under an "Act" or "regulation" may be continued after its

repeal or amcndment, this rule, set out in the Legislation Act, 2006, does not app~~ in the case of

a "municipal by-law", Thy Zegislation Act, 2006 replaced the prior interpretation Act. The

structure of the Legislation Act, 2006 is very different from the statute it replaced, as are many of

the specific rues.

[91] Contrary to the City's submissions, Airpark says, ~l~e term "regulation" is defined in the

,Legisratron Act, 2006. In every Act and regulation, "~ict" means an Act of the T.egislature,

"statute" has the same meaning; and "regulation" means a regulation that is filed under Part III of

the Legislation Act, 2006 (Regulations). A "regulation" filed under part III of the Zegislation

Act, 2006 specifically e~c~udes a "municipal by-la~v". Enforcement proceedings commenced

under an "Act" oz "regulation" continue under the new or emended one by virtue of s. 52(3) of

the LegislArio» Act, 2006. Section 52(3) dogs not apply to a "municipal by-law". That is, the

Legislation Act, 2006 specifically excludes s. 52(3) from the list of provisions that appry, in the

same way as to a regulation, to "every docutx~ent that is made under an Act that is not a

regulation".
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[92] While repealed By-law 6-2003 purported to be made under the authority of s, 1 a2 of

t ae .11~u~ric~pal Act, since it wras not a regulation, it vas, in the vcrords of s. 49 of the Zegislation

Act, 2006 a ̀`document made under an Act that is not a rcgulation".

[93] Consequently, ~irpaxk says, only those provisions of Part ̀ VY of the Zegrslatzon Act,

20061isted in s. 49 apply. Since the continuation of proceedings provision [s. 52(3)] is not listed

in s. 49, any enforcement proceedings pending under Bylaw 6-2003 termina~Ced upon its repeal,

[94J Airpark also asserts that By-law 64-2014 is void for uncertainty or vagueness. By-law

64-2014 is replete with requirements that are "to the satisfaction of the Directoz", "rcequired by

the Director", as "the Director detex-mines necessary" and other similar expressions. even the

form and content of an application are subject to the Director's discretion.

[95] ~, by-haw must provide a clear statement of the course of action which it requires to be

followed or avoided. 'VV'here a law effectively gives aplenary discretion to an official to do

whatever seems best in a wide set of circumstances, there is "no limit prescribed by la~c~v" and the

legislation as void for vagueness and uncertainty, A by-law requiring a permit as a condition of

undertaking certain conduct that creates an open-ended process, the direction of which will

depend upon what the Director considers appropriate, is inapplicable, inoperati~'e or otherwise

~rithout effect.

[96] Airpark also asserts that Bylaw 64-2014 was targeted at the ~-espo~.dent and in pith and

substance seeks to control the development o~ the aerodrome, putting it beyond the constitutional

power of the municipality.

[97] ~oreovez, it asserts, the ̀ `matter" of the impugned legislation is beyond the legislative

competence of the province and municipality as it impermissibly trenches upon the Federal

power over aviation.

[9S] The first step in determining if the law is beyond the powers of the legislative body, or

ultra vitas, is to determine its "matter". The matter of a la'w' is in essence "an abstract of the

statute's content", having determined the matter of a statute, the next step is to determine

whether the matter comps within the powers of the body that enacted the impugned legislation.

Yf the law is found to be invalid, it may be saved under the ancillary po~uvers doctrine (also known
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as the ancillary doctrine), if it is sufficiently integrated within an otherwise valid legislative

scheme.

~99~ extrinsic evidence is admissible to assist in determining the matter of the challenged

legislation.

[100 Yn the present case, Airpark submits, the extrinsic evidence is striking and extensive.

The only evidence of an application being filed with the City under By-law' 642014 is the

application made in November 2014 by the Airport. As the prior litigation concerning former

~y-law 6-2003 worked its way through tihe courts, the City issued a series of documents entitled

"Burlington Airport Update", many of which reported on the progress of the nevv' site alteration

b~-la~u', Airpark says that Burlington Airport Update #6 is particulaxly pertinent as it directed that

a new By-law be prepared. The fees chargeable under ~y-law 64-2014 escalated dram~ttcal~y,

The City contends that the area of the airport for which an application ~s zequired is 77.77

hectares, and that the volume of the fill for which that applicaCion ~s xequired exceeds 500,000

m3. The difference of the fee structure bet~veen By-law 6-2003 (less than $2,500) and 64-2014

(more than $500,000) is based on these values. Airpark asserts that a mwucipal by-~a~uv targeted

a~C an aerodrome is an attempt to do indirectly what the municipality cannot do directly and is

beyond its powers or ultra vires.

[10~] Application of ~y-law 64-2014 as requested, Airpark asserts, would seriously impact

the exclusive power of the Federal go'vernme~nt to regulate aeronautics, and therefore is

impermissible. E~ren if ~w'ithin the powers of the enacting body, the irr~pugned legislation

impermissibly intrudes on the core of the aeronautics power, Ho~uvever, if the legislation is

within the powers of Elie enacting body the doctrine of interjurisdictional immunity mus~C then be

considered. In this enquiry' the first step is to determine whether the provincial or municipal law

trenches on the protected "core" of a federal competence. If it does, the second step is to

determine if the provincial or municipal la~vv''s effect on the exercise of the protected Federal

power is sufficiently sez~ous to invoke the doctrine of interjurisdictional irr~munity, Yncidental

effeeCs of provincial legislation can trigger the doctrine of inCerjurisd~ctional immunity.

[102] In determining ~uv'hat lies at the protected "core" of a federal competence, the

jurisprudence v~rill frequently serve as a useful guide. The federal aeronautics jurisdiction has
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been held to encompass the location, design and operation of airports. In this case, jurisprudence

makes it clear that the design of an airport, its dimensions, the materials to be incorporated in~Co

the various buildings, runve►'a~s and structures, and other similar specifications are, from a

legislative point of view and apart from contract, maters of exclusive federal concern, since

decisions made on these subjects v~v~ill be permanently reflected in the structure of the finished

product end are such as to iaa~re a direct effect upon its operational qualities and, therefore, upon

its suitability for the purposes of aeronautics,

[103] A~. provincial or municipal taw's effect on the exercise of the protected federal power is

sufficiently serious to invoke the doctrine of interjurisdictional immunity if it "impairs" the core

of the federal power. In the aeronautics content, legislation that requires a permit as a

precondition of construction of an aerodrome or grants authority to restore land to its original

state ~vvhere aerodrome construction is carried out without a permit impairs the federal

aeronautics power, ~.egislation that interferes with the operation of a federal undertaking, oz~

Gourd result an its dismemberment represents an irnpermiss~ble intrusion into the core o~ the

federal power.

[204] Removal of the soil as requested b~' the City, Airpark asserts, vc~'ou~d dismember the

Airport. Removal of the taxiways would isolate the hangars from the runways. Removal of the

aprons where planes may be parked, roaded and refuelled would also impair a.~ronautical

operations ~t the Airport. E 'en if the hangars, runways, taxi-ways and aprons were left intact,

the result would also create an impermissible hazard to aviation, particularly as the Airport is the

site of a flight training school. Airpark submits that ih~ requestied remedy is not remedial, but

punitive. Airpark asserts that a municipality cannot use by-laws of general application, such as a

by-lat~v requiring hauling permits for fill, to extract concessions from an aerodrome to which it is

not entitled, or to otherwise at~Ceanpt to control or limit construction of aeronautical works at an

a~rodxorne.

Analysts

C 105] I do not accept Airpark's arguments as to why the City should not be entitled to an

order requiring Airpark to file an application under By-Levu 64-2014.
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Constdtut~ortal compe[e~ce of tl:e City

X106] Air~ark asserts that the "mat~ex" of the impugned legislation is beyond the legislative

competence o~ the province and municipaliiry as it impermissibly trenches upon the Federal

po~uvex over aeronautics. Y do not agree. This issue was squarely dealt with by Murray' J, in

Burlington Airpark Inc. v. Burlirag~on (city) 2013 ONSC 6990, who made the following

observations: "The fact that Airpark owns the property does not mi,ean that non-aeronautics

acti~rity carried out on the property is free of provincial regulation" (para. 14); "It is ~ question of

fact whether the owners of the airport axe carrying out a commercial fill operation for profit

which is unrelated to the functioning of an airport. If Airpark is carrying on a commercial

lands ll business on airport land and such an operation is unrelated to aeronautics, it is subject to

provincial and/or municipal regulation," (pars, 14); "As has been said by the Supreme Court of

Canada, the first step in a resolution of a constitutional issue involving a division of powers is an

analysis of the pith and substance of the impugned legislation." (para. 15); "There can be 1~t~1e

doubt in this case that the pith and substance o~ the by-law made pursuant to the tl~un~c~pal Act is

a valid exercise of pzoperty and civil rights under section 92(13) o~ the Constrtutron Act, 1'867

and is a valid provinciar law." (para. 16); "I conclude , , , that for Burlington to require

compliance with its by-law wi11 not impair the federal aeronautics power or create an operational

conflict between the pro~'isions of the by-laws and the federal aeronautics power. Yn other

words, the by-law does not trench on the protected core of federal competence over aeronautics."

(para. 17). Y concur with and adopt all of these conclusions.

[107] ~ also find that Airpark has indeed been conducting a commercial landfill business on

airport land, and that not all of the fill it accepted was required for the purpose o~ m,odifications

to the property to advance improvements related to aeronautical operations.

[108 At Sara. 19 of his reasons for judgment, Murray ~. quoted extensi~re~y from the leading

case in this area, Construction Mon~calm v. 7'he Minimum Wage Commissro~ [1979] 1 S.C.R.

754, and came to the conclusion that the By-La~v' did z~ot impact or intrude on the core of the

federal power. At pare. 17 of its decision (~urlr~gton Air~park Inc. v. B~rrla~rg~o~r (City), 2014

ONCA 465, the Court of A,.ppeal for Ontario specifically endorsed the reasoning and finding of

Justice Mux~ra~' in this regard, and dismissed Airpark's appeal,
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[109] Even absent the prior determination of Mutra~ J, and the Court of Appeal on this

specific issue, Y would have come ~o the same conclusion on the evidence as advanced in this

application concerning the constitutional legislative competence argument. Yn particular, Y do not

accepti Aixpark's assertion that the By-Law is "targeCed legislation." The By-Law is designed to

regulate the quality of fill to prevent the use o~ toxic or contaminated fill in the municipality. Yt

is not an attempt by the municipality to regurate slopes or surfaces o~ xunways or taxiways, or

their shoulders, ~t does not purport to regulate the design, construction, or operation of runways,

taxiways, aprons, terminals, hangars, other airport buildings or facilities, or purport to control

aeronautical operations. Its purpose, either directly or indirectly, is not ~o manage an undertaking

that is fede~•all~' regulated. Y arso do not accept that it 'vv'as specificarly targeted at Airpat~k in

ozder to impair its aeronautical operations, to make them uneconomic or to "punish" ~t in some

fashion for its dispute with the City,

[L ~.0] 1V1or~over, Y do not discern that there is any significant difference in the axgum~nt

advanced by Airpark in this matter, from those it advanced in the previous one. Y would

therefore agree ~~th the City that Airpark should be estopped from advancing the same argument

again,

~'agr~erress

[111] Y do not accept Airpark's submission that the impugned By-Law is impermissibly

vague. Yts argument misconstrues the nature of the vagueness doctrine in Canadian law.

[112] As the Supreme Court of Canada held in R. v. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical SocfeCy

X1992] 2. S.C.R. 606, the doctx~ne of ~vaguen~ss as a principle of Fundamental justice is based on

the requirements o£ fair notice to the citizen and limitation on la~v enforcement discretion. The

concept of fair notice includes a formal aspect, that is acquaintance with the actual text of a

statute, and a substantive contient, that is an understanding that certain conduct is the subject of

legal restrictions. The concept of a limitation on Ia~uv enforcement discretion is based on the

principle That a law must not be so devoid of precision in its content that a conviction will

automatically flow from a decision to prosecute. ~.egal rules reach the point o~ certainty only in

particular cases where the la'w is determined by a competent authority, Yn the meanwhile,

conduct is guided by approximation. Legal dispositions, therefor, delineate a risk zone, and
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cannot hope to do more. A provision is unconstitutionally vague, therefore, where it does not

provide an adequate basis for legal debate, that is, for reaching a conclusion as to its meaning by

reasoned anal~'sis applying legal crite~r~a, Tk~e courts must be wary of using the doctrine of

vagueness to prevent or impede state action and furtherance of valid social objectives, b~'

requiring the law to achieve a degree of precision to which the subject mater does not fiend itself.

[113] The Supreme Court of Canada amplified its guidance on the vagueness issue in R. v.

Canadian Pacific Ltd. [1995] 2 S.C.R. 1028, when it held thaC vagueness must not be considered

in the abstract but must be assessed within the larger interpretive contcxt developed through an

analysis of considerations such as the purpose, subject matter and nature of the impugned

provision, societal values, related legislative provisions, and pxior judicial interpretations of the

provision. Only after a court Baas exhausted ats interpretive role will it thin b~ in a position to

det~nnin~ whether the provision affords sufficient guidance for legal debate.

[ 114] Provisions in the ~~~La~c~v accozding the Executive birector a wide discretion, do not

automatically equate to vagueness. Abroad and flexYble discretion is necessary for tie

fulfillment of the functions of the position, but does not mean that the Executive Uizector is

afforded carte blanche or an unfettered discretion to be arbitrary. There is ample detail in the

provisions of ~y-haw 64-2014 (as described in pars. 65 above) to provide both guidance to the

Executive Director in the fulfillment of his or her functions, and to pro~'ide guidance for legal

debate.

Zirnrtalions 1'ssue

[115] I am not persuaded that the p~zoposed actions of the City are statute-barred by operation

o~ a limitation period pursuant to the Zimrtatio~s Act. Y accept the interpretation of the s.52

Lirrritations Act and the Municipal Act issue advanced by the City, as described i~. paragraphs 47-

SS above. I therefore find that the Order Co Corxlply did not lapse as argued by Airpark.

~s[oppel

[116] I find that the City is not estopped from asserting its claim. The focus of the argument

in the previous litigation in application 4229/13 before Murray r. was on the constitutional issue.
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[117] ~ do not accept the assertion of Airpark that the City is esropped from taking its current

position in the litigation because prior to 2012 some of its officials took a contrary view. Two

significant events have occurred in the interim that change the calculus. Firs, the City

concluded, accurately in my assessment, that Airpark vvas in fact running a commercial fill

business, and that the claimed further expansion of the airport facilities associated with the ~I1

had not in fact occurred. This amounted to a change in the appreciation of the entexpxise, which

mould justify an alteration of the assessment of its legal character in its coa~stitutional division of

powers dimension. Second, the judgments of Murray J, and the Court of Appeal confirmed the

applicable constitutional analysis. In 1~~ht o~ these events, the City is entitled to take a different

positiion on the issue than it may have taken prior to 2012.

T'he ''ill

[118] The issue of whether, and to what degree, and where the subjecti fill is contaminated,

has been the subject of hot dispute between the ParCies, Some evidence was adduced on this

application in this regard. The evidence led b~ the City as to what some of the fill may contain is

disturbing. The evidence presented by the parties on this issue is often contradictory however.

Cer~ainl~' thexe is cause for concern, particularly on the part of the residents of the surrounding

area downgradient from the Airport ~uvho rely on ,cnrells for potabre water. UnfortunaCel~', the

evidence adduced on the application is not sufficient to be dispositive of the issue. If this issue

needs to ultimately be determined by a court, it will have to be on the basis of more fulsome and

definitive evidence and argument than was presented here. Y therefore do not consider than ~

have been presented Frith cuff ciently conclusive and precise evidence on this application to

justify' providing the first head of relief sought by the City, rzaaki~g an Order for Airpark to

remove all the firY deposited on the site between January 1, 2005 end August 2, 2013, except for

soil underlying existing runways and hangars. This would be a massive and expensive

undertaking, The present state of the evidence is not sufficiently' definitive or precise to craft a

narrower order concerning only certain portions of the fill,

[119] It m.ay be that some of the fill ought to be removed, but fhe extent of the problem and

how acute it is, and which portions of the fill, IocaCed ~uvheze, and how it ought to be removed

and how soon, are facets of the issue upon 'uvhich the court has simply not been presented with
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sufficient evidence to de~Cermine as yet, Another court may be in a position to do so in a futurc

proceeding, if the evidence and the circumstances substantiate the necessity to do so.

[120] I consider that in the present application malting that order that I contemplate, to require

Airpaxk to file an application under the By-Law, is the best mechanism to advance further

expeditious exploration of the issue and to require Airpark to participate constructively in the

process. It will also Vindicate the City's responsibility and authority to play a cetatral role in the

issue.

[121] I am not persuaded on initial consideration that the claim advanced b~ Airpark that

removal of all the soil except for that underlying existing runways, taxi~v'ays, aprons, fueling

areas and hangars would severely impair and degrade aeronautical operations at the Airport, oz~

give rise to a safety hazard as it claiz~ns, but given the Order that Y have chosen to make (and to

not to make at this juncture in terms of the removal of the fill) it is not necessary for me to

de~'initi~vely decide this issue at this time.

Order

[122] Wherefore, the Couct Orders that:

1. A mandatory order will issue requiring Airpark to file an application undcr

By-La~uv 64-2014 for the 2008-2013 fill work carried out before Bar-haw
64-2014 had been. passed, and while By-~,aw 6-2003 was in effect, b~
August 31, 2016; and,

2, The terms of the consent Order made by Millex r, on August 2, 2013
respecting the deposit of fill at the Airport vciill continue in effect.

[1~3] T~.e City of Burlington Ys entitled to its costs o~ this application. Yf the parties are unable

to agree on costs, I will entertain brief ~vctritten submissions as to costs from both pa~ies, not to

exceed three pages, ~Cogether Frith a costs outline or bill of costs. The CiCy 'vv'ill have two weeks

to serve and file and► submissions, and Airpark v~vill then have two weeks to serve and file its

response. The City may then have one 'vv'eek further to reply,

1\

Gibson J.
Date: June 30, 2016
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